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Abstract. Satellite communication technology was mainly used for broadcasting service and long-hual transmission.
However, it is vulnerable to unauthorized access to the transmitted data. People are worried about two major security is-
sues; privacy and authentication. Privacy refers to the guarantee that the communicated messages are not intercepted by an
eavesdropper. On the other hand, authentication is carried out to ensure that any unauthorized user cannot fraudulently ob-
tain his/her required services from the satellite communication systems. In this paper, the authors shall propose a new secure
protocol based on key agreement scheme with mutual authentication to solve these problems on the VSAT satellite commu-
nications. Comparing with other key agreement schemes for VSAT satellite communications, our proposed scheme is more
secure and efficient.
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1. Introduction

A satellite communication is an artificial satellite
stationed in space for the purposes of telecommuni-
cations. Recent advances in satellite communication
technology have a new thrust to use a low-cost very
small aperture terminal (VSAT) network for data,
voice, and video communications [4, 13, 20]. In gen-
eral, a VSAT network is a star configuration includ-
ing many VSATs and a single HUB. The HUB can
communicate with the VSATs via the outbound links
(HUB-to-VSAT) and a number of remote VSATs can
communicate with the HUB via the inbound links
(VSAT-to-HUB) [1, 14, 19]. The VSAT satellite com-
munications have many advantages, such as high reli-
ability, high quality of transmission, and low cost, at
usage rates that are independent of distance, and sim-
ple network installation, operation, and management
[2, 16]. In view of that, it is suitable for broadcast-
ing service and long-hual transmission. However, it
is vulnerable to unauthorized access to the transmit-
ted data. People are worried about two major secu-
rity issues; privacy and authentication [6, 8, 15]. Pri-

vacy refers to the guarantee that the communicated
messages are not intercepted by an eavesdropper. On
the other hand, authentication is carried out to ensure
that any unauthorized user cannot fraudulently obtain
his/her required services from the satellite communi-
cation systems.

To solve these security problems, it is critical to
protect data communication in satellite communica-
tions by way of encryption and mutual authentica-
tion [7, 9–11]. In order to encrypt data exchanged be-
tween the HUB and the VSATs with secret key cryp-
tosystems, a common secret key must be shared by
them in advance. In 1998, Park and Lim [17] pro-
posed key distribution schemes with mutual authenti-
cation to solve these security problems on the VSAT
satellite communications. Unfortunately, Tseng [21]
and Yi et al. [22], respectively, showed that Park-Lim
schemes are insecure against an impersonation attack.
Then, Tseng [21] proposed an improved scheme to
remedy the impersonation attack and provided mu-
tual authentication. In this paper, the authors shall
propose a new secure protocol based on key agree-
ment scheme with mutual authentication to solve the-
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ses security problems on the VSAT satellite com-
munications. Comparing with other key distribution
schemes for VSAT satellite communications, our pro-
posed scheme is more secure and efficient.

Recently, digital video broadcasting (DVB) re-
turn channel system (DVB-RCS) [12, 18] is the best
known application of satellite technology, and was
standardized by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [5]. In general, a DVB-
RCS network is a star configuration including many
return channel satellite terminals (RCSTs) and a sin-
gle network control center (NCC). The DVB-RCS se-
curity specification, currently supporting session key
exchange between RCST and NCC, has three cho-
sen schemes [3]. They are main key exchange scheme
(MKE), quick key exchange scheme (QKE), and ex-
plicit key exchange scheme (EKE). QKE and EKE
use a seed to derive a session key. MKE uses the
Diffie-Hellman algorithm to derive a session key.
However, these schemes are insecure. In QKE and
EKE, an attacker can derive all the session keys if
the attacker knows the seed. In MKE, an attacker can
agree a session key between the RCST and the NCC.
The architecture of DVB-RCS network is similar to
VSAT network. Park-Lim [17], Yi et al. [22], and
Tseng [21] have proposed VSAT-based key exchange
schemes. However, their schemes are insecure. In this
paper, the authors shall propose a new secure pro-
tocol based on key agreement scheme with mutual
authentication to solve theses security problems on
the VSAT satellite communications. Of course, our
scheme can apply to DVB-RCS network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we briefly review Tseng’s scheme. In Sec-
tion 3, we propose a new scheme. The security analy-
sis and the performance analysis are described in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, a summary is given in Section 5.

2. A review of Tseng’s scheme

In this section, we give a short description
of Tseng’s scheme. Tseng’s scheme involves two
phases: the initiation phase and the common key gen-
eration phase.

Initiation Phase: HUB is assigned to the key
distribution center. The HUB generates two prime
numbers p and q, and computes N = p · q, chooses a
random number d, and chooses a small prime e such
that e · d ≡ 1 mod (p − 1)(q − 1). The HUB selects
an integer g, which is the primitive element of both
GF (p) and GF (q). The HUB calculates his/her se-
cret key Sh = IDh

−d mod N and the VSAT’s secret
key Sv = IDv

−d mod N . Then the HUB stores p, q,
d and publishes N, g, e.

Common Key Generation Phase: HUB selects
a random integer Rh, and then, computes Xh =
gRh·e mod N and Yh = Sh·gRh·h(Xh,IDh,IDv,t) mod
N . VSAT randomly chooses a number Rv , and then
calculates Xv = gRv·e mod N and Yv = Sv ·
gRv·h(Xv,IDv,IDh,t) mod N as well, where t is time
stamp. After HUB and VSAT exchanging (Xh, Yh)
and (Xv, Yv), HUB and VSAT compute the com-
mon key Whv as Whv = (Xh)Rv = (Xv)Rh =
gRh·Rv·e mod N . Finally, HUB can check the va-
lidity of VSAT by checking whether the equation
IDv = X

h(Xv,IDv,IDh,t)
v /(Y e

v ) mod N holds or
not. In the same way, VSAT can check the validity
of HUB by checking whether the equation IDh =
X

h(Xh,IDh,IDv,t)
h /(Y e

h ) mod N holds or not. The
above procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.

3. Our scheme

In this section, we propose our new scheme
whose performance is much better than that of Tseng’s
scheme. There are also two phases in the proposed
scheme: the initiation phase and the common key gen-
eration phase. The initiation phase in our scheme is
the same as that of Tseng’s scheme.

In common key generation phase, HUB selects a
random number Rh, and then, computes Xh, Sv , and
Yh as follows:

Xh = gRh mod N,

Sv = IDv
−d mod N,

Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N.

Note that Sv may be pre-computed to reduce
the computational cost. Thus, the HUB can store the
VSAT’s secret key Sv in his/her database. VSAT ran-
domly chooses a number Rv , and calculates Xv and
Yv as follows:

Xv = gRv mod N,

Yv = h(Xv, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N.

After HUB and VSAT exchanging (Xh, Yh) and
(Xv, Yv), HUB can check the validity of VSAT by
checking whether the following equation holds or not:

Yv =?h(Xv, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N.

If the above equation holds, HUB computes the
common key Whv = (Xv)Rh = gRvRh mod N . In
the same way, VSAT can check the validity of HUB
by checking whether the following equation holds or
not:

Yh =?h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N. (1)
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Xh = gRh·e mod N

Yh = Sh · gRh·h(Xh,IDh,IDv,t)

modN

Xv = gRv·e mod N

Yv = Sv · gRv·h(Xv,IDv,IDh,t)

modN

�

-

Xv , Yv

Xh, Yh

Whv = (Xh)Rv = (Xv)Rh = gRh·Rv·e mod N

HUB VSAT

Figure 1. Tseng’s scheme

If the above equation holds, VSAT computes the
common key Whv = (Xh)Rv = gRvRh mod N . The
above procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.

In the following theorem, we show that the VSAT
can authenticate the HUB. As the same reason, the
HUB can also authenticate the VSAT. Thus, they can
achieve mutual authentication.

Theorem 1. Upon receiving the message (Xh, Yh),
the VSAT can authenticate the HUB by checking
whether the equation Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv⊕t)) mod N
holds.

Proof. Since only the HUB has d, he/she can com-
pute Sv = IDv

−d mod N and compute

Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N.

Since the VSAT has Sv , it has

h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N.

Therefore, Yh is equal to h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N .

4. Discussions

4.1. Security analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the pro-
posed scheme. In the following, several possible at-
tacks against our proposed scheme are presented.

Attack 1: An adversary tries the guessing attack.
Analysis of Attack 1: An adversary intercepts the
(Xh, Yh) and wants to guess the secret key Sv from

the (Xh, Yh). First, he/she chooses a value which is
regarded as S′v and check whether the equation 1
holds; if it shows that S′v = Sv , then he/she finds
the correct secret key Sv . Since it is difficult to di-
rectly find the secret key Sv , our scheme can resist
the guessing attack.

Attack 2: An adversary tries the impersonation attack
to forge the (Xh, Yh).
Analysis of Attack 2: An adversary pretends that
he/she is HUB and forges (Xh, Yh). Firstly, he/she
chooses a random number Rh and computes Xh =
gRh mod N . Then, Yh = h(Xh, h(S′v ⊕ t)) is com-
puted and (Xh, Yh) is sent to VSAT. After VSAT
receives (Xh, Yh), VSAT can check the validity
of HUB by checking whether the equation Yh =
h(Xh, h(Sv⊕ t)) holds or not. Because the adversary
does not have the secret key Sv and Sv is difficult to
guess, VSAT will reject the adversary.

Attack 3: An adversary tries the replaying attack.
Analysis of Attack 3: An adversary intercepts the
(Xh, Yh) from HUB and stores it. After a while,
he/she sends the (Xh, Yh) to VSAT, and VSAT can
check whether the equation Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t′))
holds or not. Because Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv⊕ t)), t 6= t′,
the equation Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t′)) is not held.

4.2. Performance analysis

In the following, we show the performance of our
proposed scheme. The performance evaluation of the
proposed scheme mainly concerns the time complex-
ity. For convenience, we suppose some notations are
used to analyze the computational complexity as fol-
lows:
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Xh = gRh mod N

Sv = IDv
−d mod N

Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N

Xv = gRv mod N

Yv = h(Xv , h(Sv ⊕ t)) mod N

�

-

Xv , Yv

Xh, Yh

Whv = (Xh)Rv = (Xv)Rh = gRh·Rv mod N

HUB VSAT

Figure 2. Our scheme

• Texp is the time for executing a modular
exponentiation operation;
• Th is the time for executing the one-way hash

function h(·);
• Tmul is the time for modular multiplication.

Considering the computational complexity in the
Park-Lim scheme with ID [17, 21], the total compu-
tational complexity required for the HUB is 7Texp +
9Tmul + 2Th. And VSAT is needed to compute Xv ,
Yv , and Whv , of which the complexity is 8Texp +
2Tmul + Th. The total complexity for the Park-Lim
scheme with ID is 15Texp + 11Tmul + 3Th as shown
in Table 1.

Tseng’s scheme has a complexity of 5Texp +
4Tmul + 2Th for computing HUB, of which Texp +
Tmul, Texp + 2Tmul + Th, and Texp are used to
compute Xh, Yh, and Whv , respectively; in addition,
2Texp + Tmul + Th is required for checking whether
the equation IDv = X

h(Xv,IDv,IDh,t)
v /(Y e

v ) mod N
holds or not. Similarly, VSAT is needed to compute
Xv , Yv , and Whv . They respectively require Texp +
Tmul, Texp + 2Tmul + Th, and Texp. Meanwhile,
the VSAT also needs to check whether the equa-
tion IDh = X

h(Xh,IDh,IDv,t)
h /(Y e

h ) mod N holds
or not. It sums up to 2Texp + Tmul + Th. Therefore,
the total computational complexity required for the
VSAT is 5Texp + 4Tmul + 2Th. The total compu-
tational complexity required for the Tseng’s scheme
is 10Texp + 8Tmul + 4Th as shown in Table 1. Note
that, in page 375 of [21], the total computational com-
plexity required for the Tseng’s scheme is stated as
10Texp +5Tmul +3Th, which is not correct. It should
be 10Texp + 8Tmul + 4Th.

In our scheme, considering the computational
complexity required for the HUB, the HUB is needed

to compute Xh, Yh Sv , and Whv . Note that Sv may be
pre-computed to reduce the computational cost. Thus,
the HUB is only needed to compute Xh, Yh, and
Whv on line. They respectively require Texp, 2Th, and
Texp. Meanwhile, the HUB must check whether the
equation Yv = h(Xv, h(Sv⊕t)) mod N holds or not,
which takes 2Th. Therefore, the total computational
complexity required for the HUB is 2Texp + 4Th. As
for the complexity for the VSAT, the VSAT is needed
to compute Xv , Yv , and Whv . They respectively re-
quire Texp, 2Th, and Texp; it also needs to check
whether the equation Yh = h(Xh, h(Sv⊕t)) mod N
holds or not with the same cost of 2Th. Therefore,
the total computational complexity required for the
VSAT is 2Texp + 4Th. Thus, the total computational
complexity required for our scheme is 4Texp + 8Th.
Table 1 summarizes the comparison among Park-Lim
scheme, Tseng’s scheme, and our scheme. In conclu-
sion, our scheme is more efficient than others.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a new secure
key agreement scheme for VSAT satellite communi-
cations. The proposed scheme provides not only the
secure key agreement but also mutual authentication.
From Table 1, our scheme has the better performance
than the Park-Lim scheme and Tseng’s scheme in
term of the computational complexity.
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Table 1. Comparison of three schemes in term of the computational complexity
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10Texp+8Tmul+
4Th

Our scheme 2Texp + 4Th 2Texp + 4Th 4Texp + 8Th
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